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This paper describes a mechanism for the stabilization of ultra lean premixed methane/air flames by
pulsed nonequilibrium plasma enhancement. It is shown that the pulsed discharge plasma produces a
cool (�500–600 K) stream of relatively stable intermediate species including hydrogen (H2) and carbon
monoxide (CO), which play a central role in enhancing flame stability. This stream is readily visualized
by ultraviolet emission from electronically excited hydroxyl (OH) radicals. The rotational and vibrational
temperature of this ‘‘preflame” are determined from its emission spectrum. Qualitative imaging of the
overall flame structure is obtained by planar laser-induced fluorescence measurements of OH. Preflame
nitric oxide (NO) concentrations are determined by gas sampling chromatography. A simple numerical
model of this plasma enhanced premixed flame is proposed that includes the generation of the preflame
through plasma activation, and predicts the formation of a dual flame structure that arises when the
preflame serves to pilot the combustion of the surrounding non-activated premixed flow. The calculation
represents the plasma through its ability to produce an initial radical yield, which serves as a boundary
condition for conventional flame simulations. The simulations also capture the presence of the preflame
and the dual flame structure, and predict preflame levels of NO comparable to those measured. A subse-
quent pseudo-sensitivity analysis of the preflame shows that flame stability is most sensitive to the con-
centrations of H2 and CO in the preflame. As a consequence of the role of H2 and CO in enhancing the
flame stability, the blowout limit extensions of methane/air and hydrogen/air mixtures in the absence/
presence of a discharge are investigated experimentally. For methane/air mixtures, the blowout limit
of the current burner is extended by �10% in the presence of a discharge while comparable studies car-
ried out in lean hydrogen/air flames fail to extend this limit.

� 2009 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Several studies have shown recently, that the application of a
nanosecond pulsed plasma to hydrocarbon combustion signifi-
cantly increases the stability of premixed flames [1–8]. These stud-
ies have used either the reduction in the ignition delay time (IDT)
or the extension in the lean flammability limit (LFL) [9] as evidence
of flame stability enhancement resulting from the application of
the plasma discharge. Both the IDT and the LFL are appropriate
metrics in evaluating this enhancement. For example, the reduced
IDT in an internal combustion engine can lead to more complete
combustion, particularly at high engine speed. A reduced IDT will
also greatly enhance flame stability in supersonic combustion en-
gines, where combustion must be completed in a relatively short
time [10,11]. An extended LFL results in mild combustion, i.e., com-
bustion can be completed over relatively low temperature, thereby
ion Institute. Published by Elsevier
increasing the overall energy conversion efficiency while possibly
reducing harmful emissions.

Measurements of the IDT and the LFL of combustible mixtures,
including studies of how nonequilibrium plasmas enhance or ex-
tend these properties, are generally carried out in two different
experimental configurations. The IDT is usually measured in shock
tube experiments where a combustible fuel/air mixture (with
equivalence ratio higher than the thermochemical LFL of a fuel)
is shock heated to a known value of temperature and pressure
[1,12]. In the absence of plasma discharge-enhancement, shock-
heated ignition occurs quasi-homogeneously, and no other mecha-
nism (e.g., flame propagation) is needed to achieve a complete
burning of the mixture. In this case, ignition is occurring ubiqui-
tously throughout the test cell. However, in the case of plasma-
enhanced ignition delay measurements, the plasmas are often
highly localized and interpreting ignition delay is more difficult.
For example, the IDT, in the absence of a localized plasma dis-
charge, is often defined as the time interval between the arrival
of the shock and the subsequent rise in pressure or radical concen-
trations. In the presence of a localized plasma discharge burning
Inc. All rights reserved.
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may not take place uniformly, and determining the extent to which
combustion has taken place (e.g., using pressure or radical produc-
tion) is less clear. In this type of experiment, unless the plasma fills
the volume entirely, ignition may be occurring initially, in a highly
localized flame kernal that is coincident with the location of the
plasma.

The usual experimental measurements to characterize the LFL
are different by comparison. In determining the LFL, some means
of localized initiation of combustion in a premixed gas is necessary
(e.g., spark, nonequilibrium plasma, etc.). However, this localized
source is not the sole mechanism that determines global flame
ignition. The local ignition is merely a first step in the burning pro-
cess and additional (long-range) mechanisms that include flame
propagation and its self-sustainability [13] are also important in
the eventual burning of the mixture.

Most of the previous studies that use nonequilibrium plasmas
for either IDT or LFL enhancement have been largely focused on
investigating the localized phenomena in the immediate vicinity
of the plasma and the role played by short lived radicals induced
by the plasma [9]. These short lived radicals include O, OH, and
H [1–3,14,15], which accelerate (locally) the reaction rate of
branching reactions that eventually lead to a reduced IDT.

The study described here is focused on our continued examina-
tion of the use of nonequilibrium plasmas in extending the LFL of
premixed hydrocarbon-air fuel combustion [8,16,17]. Here, we
experimentally identify the presence of a stream of long-range, sta-
ble intermediate species (which we shall refer to as a ‘‘preflame”)
generated by a nanosecond pulsed plasma discharge (NPPD),
which persist past the decay of the short lived radicals and eventu-
ally assists in extending the LFL. The unique characteristics of this
preflame, such as its relatively low temperature yet high reactivity,
results in its ability to reform the fuel into long-lived stable species
(H2 and CO) that results in an extended flammability limit. Model-
ing of this nonequilibrium plasma assisted ultra lean methane/air
premixed flame is carried out to help in understanding the exper-
imental observations, particularly gas chromatographic measure-
ments of H2 and CO. This reforming mechanism is supported by
observations of negligible impact that the discharge plasma has
on the extension of the flame stability limit for lean premixed
hydrogen flames.

2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A pre-
mixed methane/air mixture is delivered to a swirl stabilized meso-
scale array burner [18] containing thirty six 2.4 mm diameter swir-
lers. The diameter of the individual burner elements is 4.5 mm and
Fig. 1. Overall schematic of the experimental setup.
the overall burner diameter is 44 mm. A detailed description of this
particular meso-scale burner is given in Ref. [18]. The burner flow
velocity is determined by measuring the pressure and volume flow
rate while the control of equivalence ratio is carried out by use of
critical flow orifices.

The NPPD is generated with (typically) 6–8 kV peak voltage,
15 ns pulses operating at a rate of 15–50 kHz. Electrode pairs
are constructed from 1 mm diameter tungsten (W) rods with
blunted tips. The electrode separation is approximately 1 mm.
The voltage and current at the electrode is recorded with a
1000:1 high voltage probe (Tektronics P6015A) and a Rogowski
coil (Pearson Electronics, model 2877), respectively. Both signals
are acquired simultaneously on a high speed digital oscilloscope
(Tektronics, TDS 7104).

In the present study, we carried out filtered imaging of the
flame emission, spectroscopic emission studies of regions within
the flame core, and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) imag-
ing of OH radicals to investigate the characteristics of the flame
structure [19]. An intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments,
PI-MAX) equipped with an optical band-pass filter (Asahi, Spectra
313) centered at 313 nm (±10 nm bandwidth) is used for the fil-
tered OH emission imaging. For more detailed spectroscopic sur-
veys of the flame, the flame is imaged onto the entrance slit of a
0.75 m focal length SPEX 750 M spectrometer equipped with a
2000 � 800 pixel CCD camera at the exit plane. For OH PLIF imag-
ing, the 5 mJ/pulse output from a Nd:YAG (Continuum, Precision
PL8000) pumped dye laser (Lumonics, HD-500, operating with
Rhodamine 6G), is frequency doubled (Lumonics, HyperTRAK-
1000) to generate a laser output at 283 nm, and is shaped into a
sheet and directed into the flame to excite the A-X(1, 0), Q1(7)
transition. The resulting fluorescence (over the range of 306–
320 nm) is band pass filtered (315 ± 10 nm) and detected using
an intensified CCD camera (Andor, iStar) that is triggered at 2 Hz
to coincide with every 5th laser shot, and is gated to integrate over
an 800 ns window.

Quantitative measurements of NO, H2 and CO concentrations
are made within the preflame region, which, as described further
below, is a weakly luminous region coinciding with the portion
of the flow that passes through the discharge plasma. This region
can be centimeters in length, and can be visible to the eye, partic-
ularly at sufficiently low equivalence ratios, when the main meth-
ane/air flame is well below the LFL and not ignited. NO
measurements are made by collecting gas samples with an un-
cooled 0.8 mm diameter quartz probe and delivering these to an
NO chemiluminescence analyzer (Thermo Environmental, 42H).
H2 and CO measurements are carried out by gas chromatography
(Agilent, 3000 Micro GC) with a packed zeolite column (5 Å molec-
ular sieve) using a sampling probe identical to that used in the NO
measurement and with argon as the carrier gas.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Identification of the preflame

Fig. 2a is a typical time averaged (with one second exposure
time) photograph of an ultra lean methane/air premixed flame
resulting from a 50 kHz pulse repetition rate, 6 kV peak voltage
NPPD. A UV lens (Nikon UV 105 mm) is used with a conventional
CCD camera (Nikon, D80) to capture this particular photograph
as it was found that a non-UV lens filters out features from the
flame relevant to the preflame structure. The equivalence ratio
(/) of the mixture is 0.53. The premixed methane/air mixture
(speed of approximately 1 m/s) flows through a hollow quartz
cylindrical section and a small portion of it passes through the re-
gion between the electrodes (bright white spot in the photograph)



1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 2–11, the reader is referred to the web version
f this article.

Fig. 2. (a) Time averaged (one second exposure) NPPD (6 kV peak voltage and 50 kHz repetition rate) assisted methane/air premixed flame. The red dotted lines represent the
visible boundary of the preflame. (b) OH emission image of 6 kV peak voltage, 15 kHz repetition rate NPPD stabilized flame. The dotted square represents a visible preflame
region and the dotted arrows show the direction of main flame propagation conjectured from this image. In both cases, the initial flow velocity is �1 m/s and the initial
equivalence ratio is 0.53.
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to eventually sustain the ultra lean flame represented by the over-
all blue emission (referred to here as the main flame) seen in the
figure. It is noteworthy that the flame is pulled towards the cath-
ode side of the discharge (right electrode in this photograph) even
though the initial direction of premixed flow is upward. This rela-
tively strong bias in the flowfield is attributed to the ion wind ex-
pected when positive ions generated by the discharge migrate
towards the cathode due to the relatively strong electric field (sev-
eral kV/mm).

A close inspection of the flame emission reveals an unusual
white colored emission (to the naked eye) inside the main flame,
which we refer to as the preflame; a region that we believe is
directly affected by the discharge kinetics. This white emission
is first seen at a slightly lower equivalence ratio (�0.04 less than
the main flame ignition), depending on the peak voltage and the
frequency of discharge, and becomes more intense with increas-
ing equivalence ratio. Spectroscopic characterization of this pre-
flame region indicates that this emission is associated with the
A2R+ ? X2P electronic transition of excited OH (OH*), in the
vicinity of 309 nm. In contrast, the blue emission from the main
flame is due to A2D ? X2P CH electronic transition near 431 nm.
Fig. 2b shows the filtered (and expanded) image in the spectral
region of 309 nm, with the discharge operating at 15 kHz (all
other conditions similar to Fig. 2a). The filtered image is domi-
nated by strong emission from preflame zone (highlighted by
the red square). The strength of the emission at this wavelength,
from the preflame region, is typically 10–30 times that of the
main flame. The preflame region extends downstream of the dis-
charge by nearly a centimeter, corresponding to a convective
time scale of several milliseconds. This convective time scale is
much longer than the recombination time scale of radicals gen-
erated directly by the discharge. We conjecture that the long
lived preflame is evidence of the existence of persistent chemis-
try that is induced by the plasma that ultimately facilitates the
combustion of the ultra lean methane–air mixture that bypasses
the discharge. This mechanism of plasma enhanced combustion
will be discussed in detail in the sections below. Another inter-
esting observation that can be made by examination of the fig-
ure is that the main flame seems to be piloted from a specific
region of the preflame (qualitatively identified by the red dot
in the figure) and subsequently propagates from that region. This
qualitative observation further suggests that the preflame (which
is a consequence of the discharge), and not radicals generated
directly by the discharge, serves to ignite and sustain the com-
bustion of the ultra lean surrounding flow.
3.2. Characteristics of the preflame

As discussed above, emission studies indicate that the preflame
region is characterized by unusually strong OH* emission. How-
ever, strong electronic emission from OH* does not necessarily im-
ply a high concentration of ground state OH [20], the latter of
which is known to play an important role in hydrogen/hydrocar-
bon flame stability in a non-plasma assisted combustion. While
there may exist the possibility of a substantial correlation between
the concentrations of those two species in the discharge volume,
e.g., by the reaction, OH + e ? OH* (here e represents discharge
electrons), preflame emission from OH* might be due to chemilu-
minescence reactions, as it is not likely for the OH to survive the
several millisecond residence time within the preflame. To under-
stand the OH spatial variation in the flame/preflame region, we
have employed PLIF imaging, as described below.

Fig. 3 shows representative instantaneous OH PLIF images to
qualitatively examine the concentration of ground state OH. The
flow and discharge conditions for these images are identical to
those of Fig. 2a and the bottom of the Fig. 3 corresponds to the
location �5 mm above the discharge. This flame structure is qual-
itatively similar to OH distributions seen in conventional (non-
plasma assisted) premixed flames [21], where one might see a high
concentration of OH in the vicinity of the flame sheet (blue solid
arrow1), corresponding to the main flame, and less OH in-between
(white dotted arrow), corresponding to the visible preflame loca-
tion. Therefore, we believe that the preflame contains a higher
OH* concentration but a much less amount of ground state OH in
comparison to the flame sheet of main flame. The higher intensity
of spontaneous OH* emission in the preflame in comparison to the
main flame must therefore be a result of a different mechanism for
populating the excited state. More importantly, however, the lower
concentration of preflame ground state OH may also suggest a low-
er translational temperature. This is verified with measurements of
approximately 500 K taken in the preflame region using a simple
glass thermometer. Here, it is noteworthy that the low transla-
tional temperature does not necessarily mean that the preflame
is either rotationally or vibrationally cold [22], which will be dis-
cussed in detail below.

In Figs. 4a and b, emission spectra of the A2R+ ? X2P electronic
transition of excited OH (OH*) in the vicinity of 309 nm taken from
o



Fig. 3. Representative instantaneous OH PLIF images of a 6 kV peak voltage and 50 kHz repetition rate NPPD enhanced methane/air premixed flame. The initial flow velocity
is �1 m/s and the initial equivalence ratio is 0.53. Blue (solid) arrows indicate the main flame location while white (dotted) arrows indicate the location of the preflame. The
bottom of images is �5 mm above the discharge.

Fig. 4. Detailed OH emission spectra of (a) the preflame and (b) the main flame. Flow and discharge conditions are to the same as those of Fig. 2a.
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the preflame and the main flame, respectively, are compared for
flow and discharge conditions similar to those of Fig. 2a. The fea-
tures in these spectra allow us to qualitatively and quantitatively
compare their respective rotational and vibration temperatures.
To aid in this comparison, we employ LIFBASE [23], a spectral sim-
ulation package which can predict the spectra given relative popu-
lations of the rotational and vibrational states. We see that the
preflame is readily simulated with rotational and vibrational state
populations in accordance with a Boltzmann temperature of
2250 K and 2800 K, respectively. These temperatures are much
higher than the estimated translational temperature of �500 K,
suggesting that there is a fair degree of nonequilibrium, responsi-
ble in part for the emission seen, likely due to yet unresolved
chemiluminescence reactions. By comparison, the rotational tem-
perature (4100 K) determined by the emission from the main flame
(by matching the simulated emission intensity to the measured
spectrum in the vicinity of the rotational distributions of the lower
(v0 = 0) vibrational state between 306 and 309 nm) is even higher
than that of the preflame. Such high excited-state OH rotational
temperatures are not uncommon in flames, even at atmospheric
pressure [22]. While some attribute this high apparent rotational
temperature to chemical pumping reactions [22], such as
CH + O2 ? OH* + CO, which may preferentially populate high-lying
rotational states in the electronically excited OH molecule, other
possibilities, such as preferential self-absorption [24] of low-lying
rotational states can also account for the anomalously high rota-
tional temperatures seen. Here, it is noted that we failed to predict
the vibrational distributions of the main flame adequately in the
current measurement. We cannot find a single vibrational temper-
ature that reproduces the entire range of the spectrum shown in
the main flame. In general, we believe that these differences be-
tween the emission seen in the two regions of this flame is indic-
ative that the mechanism for generating the excited OH in the
preflame is not typical of combustion OH* chemiluminescence.
We also postulate that the luminosity of the preflame and the ther-
mal nonequilibrium seen is an indicator that the preflame is some-
what reactive, i.e., it supports a chemical mechanism that
populates excited states. The high reactivity of the preflame may
also be implied from the high vibrationally excited population in
the preflame (which can be seen from intense OH* emission be-
tween 312–315 nm in Fig. 4a) in comparison with that in the main
flame (Fig. 4b). The conjectures here would merit further studies.

Further evidence of the reactive (but translationally cold) nat-
ure of the preflame is seen in results of sampling the preflame re-
gion for nitric oxide (NO). The NO mole fractions measured while
varying equivalence ratio are shown in Fig. 5. These data are nor-
malized to the NO mole fraction measured in pure air in the pres-
ence of the discharge (�100 ppm). For this measurement, the flow
and discharge conditions are identical to those of Fig. 2b. The sam-
pling location is 10 mm above the electrodes, and approximately



Fig. 5. Normalized NO concentration as a function of / in the 6 kV peak voltage,
15 kHz repetition rate NPPD enhanced flame. The flow condition is the same as that
of Fig. 2b. The dotted line represents the minimum equivalence ratio for the onset of
the preflame, while dashed-dotted line represents onset of the main flame.
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10 mm towards the cathode side, such that the sampling probe is
just downstream of the luminous region of preflame. The trend
seen indicates that the NO concentration first rises and then falls
slightly with increasing equivalence ratio, from values of 0–0.49.
We believe that this trend reflects an increase and subsequent de-
crease in temperature, attributed to the concomitant behavior in
discharge coupling and its dependence on methane mole fraction
[16]. At equivalence ratios just beyond 0.49, we see an abrupt
reduction (40%) in NO mole fraction. This drop is coincident, at
these flow and discharge conditions, with the onset of the preflame
emission, and is indicative of NO reactivity (destruction) within the
preflame. At equivalence ratios beyond 0.53, coincident with the
ignition of the main flame, the NO mole fraction recovers due to
the usual NO production mechanisms in premixed flames
[25,26]. The variation observed is consistent with modeling results
described below.

3.3. A model of plasma enhanced ultra lean methane/air flame

Our observations of pulsed nonequilibrium plasma enhanced
ultra lean methane/air combustion have led us to propose a simple
model description, depicted schematically in Fig. 6. In this model,
the uniform stream of premixed gas from the burner is separated
into two streams following interaction with the discharge. These
streams are: (i) the discharge affected stream (Stream A) which
contains (initially) various radicals induced by the plasma, and
(ii) the bypass stream (Stream B) which consists of fresh meth-
ane/air mixture. We believe that the radicals in Stream A rapidly
disappear to form a stream of stable, space filling intermediate spe-
Fig. 6. A schematic interpretation of the flame structure.
cies, i.e., a preflame, represented by the volume within the yellow
line in the figure, which eventually serves to ignite the outer by-
pass Stream B. An ‘‘inner flame” (depicted by the yellow line in
the figure) is supported at the boundary between the preflame
and surrounding flow. The products of this inner flame diffuse out-
wards and serve as means of stabilizing the combustion of the ul-
tra-lean bypass stream, generating the strong blue emission seen
visually. This flame is referred to here as the ‘‘outer flame”, and
is depicted as a blue line in the figure. In all, this model contains
three reactive regions: (i) the low temperature, preflame formed
by the discharge; (ii) the higher temperature inner flame directly
ignited by the preflame at its boundary, and (iii) the second higher
temperature outer flame formed by the discharge bypass stream
facilitated by the product gas from the inner flame.

We have carried out simulations to evaluate the propensity of
this model to explain some general observations seen in the exper-
iments. A schematic of the simulation geometry and simulation
flow chart are shown in Figs. 7a and b, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 7b, the present simulations combine three calculations: (i) a
zero dimensional calculation that determines the initial radical
yield due to the presence of the discharge, which shall serve as a
boundary condition for a subsequent PREMIX [27] calculation;
(ii) a 1D reacting flow calculation, using PREMIX, to describe the
evolution of the chemistry along Stream A with the boundary con-
dition from (i); and (iii) a subsequent quasi-1D opposed flame sim-
ulation (OPPDIF [27]) to capture the interaction (ignition of the
inner and outer flames) between Stream A and Stream B (bypass
stream).

The initial radical yield calculation is determined from a solu-
tion of the Boltzmann equation (using the commercially available
Boltzmann solver, BOLSIG [28]) for the discharge electron energy
distribution function (EEDF) given a reduced electric field (electric
field to total number density ratio). The reduced electric field is
estimated from the discharge peak voltage, pressure, and electrode
separation. Only initial parent species present in the mixture, i.e.,
nitrogen, oxygen and methane, are assumed to affect the EEDF,
over the time scales of the voltage pulse. The resulting EEDF is used
to determine the reaction rate constants for the following three
electron impact dissociation reactions considered, CH4 + e ? CH3 +
H + e, N2 + e ? 2 N + e, and O2 + e ? 2O + e. Following Penetrante
et al. [29], initial radical yields are computed using the average dis-
charge power. The initial concentration of these radicals and their
parent species (CH4 and air) are determined from the known
equivalence ratios, pressure, flow temperature, flow velocity, and
effective plasma area. The resulting concentrations and tempera-
ture from this calculation are used as boundary conditions to the
1D PREMIX simulation. The PREMIX simulation, using the GRI
MECH 3.0 chemical kinetics mechanism, serves to determine the
structure of the preflame as it evolves along the direction of the
Stream A. One input stream of the OPPDIF calculation uses the re-
sults of the PREMIX calculation, while a fresh methane/air mixture
is used for the other (opposed) stream. We recognize that this sim-
ulation is not an exact representation of the flow field, but only a
first approximate attempt at understanding the flame structure
prior to carrying out two/three dimensional simulations of the true
flow field.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of temperature (solid line), major rad-
ical concentrations (dotted line) and major intermediate species
concentrations (dashed-dotted line) along the Stream A coordinate,
which are calculated by the PREMIX code with the initial radical
seeding. The conditions of these calculations are 400 K discharge
translational temperature as measured in the discharge kernel
[30], 300 Td reduced electric field in the discharge region (nominal
value at 1 atm pressure and 400 K temperature), 10 W average dis-
charge power (typical discharge power at 6 kV peak voltage and
15 kHz repetition rate observed in the experiment), 1 mm elec-



Fig. 7. (a) Geometry considered for the numerical simulation and (b) flow diagram
of the simulation procedure.

Fig. 8. Temperature and representative species concentration profiles along the
preflame at 0.53 equivalence ratio, 300 Td reduced electric field, 1 m/s initial flow
speed, and 10 W average discharge power.

Fig. 9. Temperature and CH profiles along the transverse (OPPDIF) direction. The
CH peak represents the expected location of the high temperature flames. The
initial conditions are the same as those of Fig. 8.
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trode separation with 1 mm2 effective plasma area, and 1 m/s ini-
tial premixed gas speed of equivalence ratio of / = 0.53. From the
figure, one can see that the mixture temperature gradually in-
creases along the streamline coordinate from the 400 K initial tem-
perature, which is to the assumed discharge kernel temperature, to
�600 K. This temperature increase agrees reasonably well with the
measurements of approximately 500 K. Here, it is noteworthy that
over 95% of the temperature increase is observed within a 0.1 mm
streamwise distance from the discharge, which implies that most
of the mild exothermic reactions are completed in that short dis-
tance. To differentiate, we refer to the region of increasing temper-
ature in this preflame (<0.1 mm) as the discharge near-field, and
the region of nearly uniform temperature (>0.1 mm) as the far-
field.

From the figure, one sees that the mole fraction of major radi-
cals such as H, O, and OH diminish to <0.1% of their maximum val-
ues in the near-field, which implies that the direct supply of
radicals from the discharge is a short range phenomenon. The mole
fractions of intermediate species such as H2, CO, and C2H6, how-
ever, stay relatively constant in the near-field and increase slightly
in the preflame far-field. Within about 1 mm, the flow is domi-
nated by these relatively stable species, suggesting that the pre-
flame observed in the experiments is essentially a stream of
partially oxidized hydrocarbons rich in CO and H2. The preflame
calculations carried out for slightly lower equivalence ratio,
/ = 0.49 are qualitatively similar, with slightly lower (by 5%) mole
fractions of CO and H2, and a nearly identical far field temperature.
However, it appears that this small difference in preflame compo-
sition affects the onset of outer flame ignition as shown below.

Fig. 9 depicts the temperature profile and the CH radical mole
fraction computed along the OPPDIF (transverse) coordinate, rep-
resenting, in a practical sense, the outward radial direction from



Fig. 11. (a) Flow chart for pseudo-sensitivity analysis and (b) corresponding results.
A longer bar implies a greater effect on main flame ignition. The initial conditions
correspond to those of Fig. 9.
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the center of the preflame, for two different equivalence ratios,
0.49 and 0.53. For these simulations, the composition of product
gas and the temperature calculated at a 1 mm preflame height,
which is a representative location of the preflame far-field, feeds
one stream of the OPPDIF calculation while the other (opposed)
stream consists of fresh methane/air mixture at 1 atm pressure
and 300 K temperature. The separation between the two streams
is chosen to be 1 cm in accordance with the transverse flame
length scale of the experiments and the initial speed of both
streams are taken to be 1.5 m/s to achieve a local 2D principal
strain rate (maximum eigenvalue of the 2D strain rate tensor) of
485 s�1 in the high temperature flame zone, close to that expected
for a typical premixed flame (�500 s�1) [31]. We see that for /
= 0.53, there is a significant temperature increase (�1600 K), which
represents the ignition of the main (both inner and outer) flame at
this equivalence ratio. It is also noteworthy that when ignited, the
simulation predicts a dual (high temperature) flame structure as
seen in the two peaks of CH concentration, where the combustion
of the outer unactivated stream (outer flame) is stabilized by the
combustion products of the inner discharge-stabilized stream (in-
ner flame). This observation is consistent with our model previ-
ously described in Fig. 6. The temperature trend of the / = 0.49
case (dotted line) shows that no main flame ignition is observed
at this slightly lower equivalence ratio, and accordingly, no CH
peak is detected. Again, it is interesting that the small differences
in the preflame compositions (�5% reductions) appear to be critical
in this range of equivalence ratio.

Fig. 10 shows the variation in the calculated NO mole fraction
along the preflame coordinate (Fig. 10a) and the transverse main
flame coordinate (Fig. 10b) for a 0.53 equivalence ratio in the initial
mixture. The presence of the discharge immediately produces a
significant amount of NO (�680 ppm at 10�6 cm distance along
the preflame coordinate). Additional NO production (�680–
880 ppm) is also observed in the near-field of the preflame proba-
bly due to a slight rise in temperature and subsequent radical
recombination reactions. In the preflame far-field (especially up
to 1 mm from the discharge), the trend is reversed; the NO mole
fraction is reduced from �880 ppm to �500 ppm. It is noteworthy
that this NO destruction (by �43%) is in reasonable agreement
with our experimental observation shown in Fig. 5, namely �40%
destruction of the NO mole fraction concomitant with preflame
ignition, which is primarily attributed to the reaction NO + N ?
O + N2 based on our reaction path analysis. The NO mole fraction
increases again with the main flame ignition as shown in
Fig. 10b. The peak NO increases to �1300 ppm in this case, due
to the high temperature of the inner and outer flames. This in-
crease in NO generated by the main flame corresponds qualita-
tively to the increased NO measurement seen in Fig. 5, once the
main flame is ignited.
Fig. 10. NO concentrations along (a) axial and (b) transverse coordinates. Equ
A pseudo-sensitivity analysis was carried out to better under-
stand the role played by individual species generated in the pre-
flame, on the ignition and stabilization of the premixed flame.
The procedure used is illustrated with the assistance of the flow
diagram shown in Fig. 11a. The approach is to use the simulation
described earlier, however, species formed in the PREMIX simula-
tion phase were individually removed from the activated stream,
Stream A, (and mole fractions renormalized) and the resulting
mole fractions were then introduced into the OPPDIF component.
The initial temperature of the stream was varied to identify the
ivalence ratio is 0.53. The initial conditions correspond to those of Fig. 9.



Table 1
H2 and CO concentrations measured in the preflame. The flow speed is 1 m/s.

Discharge
condition

Equivalence
ratio

H2 concentration
(ppm)

CO concentration
(ppm)

Voltage variation
6 kV, 50 kHz 0.4 110 960
7 kV, 50 kHz 0.4 300 1640
8 kV, 50 kHz 0.4 440 2110
Frequency variation
7 kV, 15 kHz 0.45 130 570
7 kV, 50 kHz 0.4 300 1640
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minimum temperature that is needed for flame ignition (Tig.min)
such that each determined Tig.min for cases where individual spe-
cies were removed, serving as a measure the importance of that
species on flame stabilization. The higher Tig.min is found to be
for a specific species X (Tig.min (X)), then the greater is that species’
contribution to stability.

The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 11b. The initial dis-
charge and flow conditions of the current analysis are identical to
those of Fig. 8. As a benchmark, the Tig.min when there are no spe-
cies removed from the preflame products (Tig.min (NONE)) is
approximately 490 K. When H2 or CO is removed from the pre-
flame products, the minimum temperature required for flame igni-
tion increase by 130 K and 65 K, respectively. This increase is found
to be much greater than any other contributions (most of which
have negligible impact on Tig.min), suggesting that H2 and CO play
a central role in flame ignition.

The importance of H2 and CO in this plasma-enhanced flame
stabilization is quite intriguing, as H2 and CO are major species
in hydrocarbon reforming processes [32]. It seems then that the
primary role of the discharge plasma when applied to an ultra lean
methane/air premixed flame is that of an in situ fuel reformer. The
simulations carried out here suggest that under our experimental
conditions, approximately 10% of the initial methane is reformed
into H2 and CO.

Although these simulations are idealized representations of the
much more complex plasma assisted combustion process, they are
in reasonable agreement with our experimental observations. The
simulations represent a very primitive approach to plasma activa-
tion, with only three primary electron impact dissociation reac-
tions considered. These reactions may capture dominant radical
formation, however, the approach does not model the formation
of ionized or excited (rotational, vibrational, or electronic) species,
which can subsequently participate in dissociative quenching, e.g.,
such as the reaction N�2 þ O2 ! N2 þ 2O [33]. We believe, however,
that while such reactions may affect the rate of production of inter-
mediate stable species, such as H2 and CO, they will not likely
change the overall conclusions reached in this paper. The subse-
quent reaction mechanism used in the PREMIX and OPPDIF phases
(GRI MECH 3.0) also does not include these plasma excited species,
which may play an important role in the kinetics. Despite these
deficiencies, further confirmation of the importance played by
these reformed (long lived) intermediate but stable species (H2

and CO) as predicted by the model can be verified by direct exper-
imental measurements of their existence in the preflame. Direct
measurements of H2 and the CO are presented below.

3.4. Sampling measurements of H2 and CO

Table 1 shows the results of H2 and CO sampling using gas chro-
matography. Five cases were investigated, three for which the peak
discharge voltage was varied (6–8 kV) while at a fixed discharge fre-
quency (50 kHz) and two for which the frequency was varied (15 and
50 kHz) for a fixed peak discharge voltage (7 kV). The initial mixture
flow speed is 1 m/s. The equivalence ratio of the mixture was kept
constant as (0.4), except for the 7 kV, 15 kHz case, where / = 0.45,
since no preflame is observed in that case for lower /. These equiv-
alence ratios were selected because no visible main flame is ob-
served in all of these cases and the consumption of H2 and CO due
to the main flame is avoided resulting in an indication of the propen-
sity of the preflame to generate these reformed species. The sam-
pling probe tip is located at a position that is approximately 1 cm
above the discharge and 5 mm towards the cathode electrode such
that the probe can adequately pinpoint the visible preflame region.

The measurements confirm that both H2 and CO are present in
the preflame, both increasing with increasing voltage and fre-
quency. H2 is found to increase dramatically, from 110 to
440 ppm when the voltage is increased from 6 to 8 kV (and from
130 to 300 ppm with increasing frequency). Correspondingly, the
CO increases from 960 to 2100 ppm (and from 570 to 1640 ppm
with increasing frequency). It is noteworthy that these measured
values are significantly lower than those predicted by the simula-
tions (which are in the range of 5000–7000 ppm for either species).
This quantitative disagreement is most likely due to the three-
dimensional nature of the experiment, which includes partial dilu-
tion from the surrounding mixture, as well as other model simpli-
fications described above.

3.5. Further evidence on the importance of H2 and CO

The experimental and numerical studies described above sug-
gest that the H2 and the CO in the preflame (the reformed species
from methane in the presence of the NPPD) enhance the stability of
the ultra lean premixed methane flame. One can surmise that a
similar result might be obtained for other hydrocarbon flames. If
indeed, the stability relies on the reforming of the hydrocarbon
into hydrogen, then a natural conclusion might be that an exten-
sion in the flame stability should be seen with hydrocarbon/air
flames, but that little benefit, if any, would be seen in the use of
these relatively low power discharges to stabilize hydrogen/air
flames.

Our results prompted us to carry out preliminary studies of
flame stability enhancements in hydrogen. Experiments were car-
ried out at slightly higher discharge voltages (17 kV) and lower
flow speeds (0.35 m/s). Experiments were repeated with meth-
ane/air flames at these conditions. With methane/air flames, we
found a 10% enhancement of blowout limit in the presence of dis-
charge (from approximately / = 0.45–0.4). In contrast, no signifi-
cant reduction was seen in the blowout limit for the hydrogen/
air flame (the equivalence ratio for the limit was found to be about
0.14, in both cases). It is noteworthy that similar extensions in the
blowout limit of fully premixed methane/air flames (from approx-
imately / = 0.45–0.40) have been seen by the direct addition of
small amounts (�4000 ppm) of hydrogen to the mixture [21] – a
finding that further supports our conjecture that the pulsed non-
equilibrium discharge acts as an in situ reformer of the hydrocar-
bon fuel.

One of our previous studies [34] indicated that the capability of
methane jet flame stabilization enhancement using the NPPD in
vitiated air decreases with increasing ambient temperature. This
finding is consistent with our current study even though that flame
configuration (lifted jet partially premixed flame) is considerably
different than that of the current study (fully premixed). The high
ambient temperature (typically �800 K) accelerates the destruc-
tion rate of the H2 and the CO produced by the NPPD (not in the
form of combustion, which requires higher ambient temperature,
but through slow oxidation) to form H2O and CO2 before the pre-
flame reaches the base of the lifted jet flame. The reduced propen-
sity for plasma activation or enhancement at higher temperatures
is therefore not unexpected. A future paper will address the de-



Table 2
Qualitative comparison between the preflame and cool flame.

Preflame Cool flame

Luminescence Very faint white Very faint blue
Temperature �600 K �500–800 K
Reaction type Low T oxidation Low T oxidation
Major product H2 and CO H2 and CO
Generation (Typical) Discharge activated Temperature and pressure activated
Phenomena Volume filling Volume filling
Origin of luminescence OH* ? OH + hm (�309 nm) HCHO* ? HCHO + hm (�395 nm)
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tailed effect of temperature on the stability of plasma assisted
combustion.

The preflame observed in this study has a resemblance to a so-
called ‘‘cool flame” sometimes seen in conventional combustion
studies [35]. General and specific comparisons between the pre-
flame seen here, and cool flames are made in Table 2, These two
flames share several common characteristics, including perhaps
the most significant – low temperature partial oxidation reactions
to produce H2 and CO as their main products. Both flames have
temperatures that fall within a similar range of values, with the
preflame found to be approximately 600 K, according to the simu-
lations, and cool flames falling within the range of 500–800 K [35].
In addition, like cool flames, the preflame seems to be ‘‘volume fill-
ing” [17] and is not sheet-like in its geometry. The spectral charac-
teristics of these flames differ because of the differing nature of
their chemistries. The preflame is dominated by UV emission asso-
ciated with the radiative relaxation of the OH molecule while the
cool flame appearance is often established by the relaxation of
formaldehyde (HCHO* ? HCHO) [36]. We surmise that this differ-
ence in radiating characteristics is due to (i) the difference in
equivalence ratio, i.e., the preflame seen here operates under much
leaner conditions due to plasma activation; and (ii) the difference
perhaps in the mechanism of forming these electronically excited
states. A systematic study of these two flames is beyond the scope
of the current work but will be a focus of our future research.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have showed that H2 and CO generated in a
stream of discharge activated species, plays a central role in
enhancing the stability of a plasma enhanced ultra lean premixed
flame. This activated stream, referred to above as a ‘‘preflame”
resembles that of a ‘‘cool flame” in appearance, dominated by its
visible white emission attributed to electronically excited OH, un-
like the blue emission of the main flame, attributed to electroni-
cally excited CH. The characteristics of this preflame were
studied in more detail by spectral OH emission, OH PLIF, and NO
sampling. The OH emission spectra revealed that the preflame re-
gion is rotationally and vibrationally hot in comparison to the
translational temperature, estimated to be �500–600 K. The OH
PLIF images suggested that the OH concentrations in the preflame
are lower than those in the main flame, consistent with a lower
temperature. NO sampling measurements indicated that the NO
initially generated by the discharge is consumed in the preflame
region but increases upon main flame ignition. This NO destruction
in the preflame is further evidence of the highly nonequilibrium
yet reactive preflame.

A model for this pulsed nonequilibrium discharge plasma-as-
sisted premixed combustion was proposed. The model structure
presumes that the preflame pilots the eventual combustion of
the stream of premixed fuel that has passed through the discharge,
producing an inner flame. The products of this inner flame diffuse
outwards to stabilize the combustion of the surrounding premixed
flow that bypasses the plasma. To mimic the modeled geometry, a
numerical simulation was carried out that employs a 1D premixed
flame (PREMIX) along preflame coordinate and an opposed flame
configuration (OPPDIF) that treats the product radicals of the pre-
flame as initial (boundary conditions) on the flow of one of the op-
posed streams, with the other flow representing the portion of the
premix flow that bypasses the plasma. The result confirms the
structure proposed by the model, as well as our experimental
observations, namely that: (i) the configuration leads to the pro-
duction of a preflame and a dual main flame structure; (ii) the pre-
flame is reactive, serving as a reformer of the fuel, but that the
radical pool is very diminished within sub-millimeter distances;
and (iii) the NO is initially produced by the discharge but is de-
stroyed in the preflame, only to increase once we have main flame
ignition. A subsequent pseudo-sensitivity analysis indicated that
the flame stability is most sensitive to the concentration of H2

and CO, both products of this reforming process occurring in the
preflame. The presence of H2 and CO was confirmed by gas chro-
matographic measurements.

The significance of this reforming mechanism was confirmed by
direct measurements of the plasma-induced extension in the blow-
out limit of burner used in this study. We saw that in methane/air
flames, the limit is extended by more than 10%, which is not unex-
pected when the methane/air mixture is now augmented by small
amounts of H2 and CO. Similar studies in premixed H2/air indicated
little or no discernable difference is induced by the presence of the
discharge, at the voltage levels considered. Unlike methane/air
mixtures, the plasma dissociation of the H2/air mixture, while ini-
tially generating radicals, does not lead to the additional produc-
tion of intermediate (stable) species that can survive for a
sufficiently long time to greatly influence the flame stability.
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